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The bureaucratic conflict (Benda) 52 n/d 278
An open letter to Zapotocky (Neurath) 53 j/f 52

EAST EUROPE—See also Indiv. countries.
Balkan storms (BR) (Keller) 35 ja 124
Eastern Europe structural changes (Rudzienski) 47 jy 143
Socialist policy in East Europe (Group of East European Marxists) 48 oc 249

ENGLAND—See Britain.

ETHIOPIA—See also Africa.
The press: 35 mol Opp.p. 52
A new nerve center of imperialist lust (Martin) 35 my 99
Questions of the Italo-Ethiopian War (Parabellum) 35 oc 198
Sanctions and the coming war (Spector) 35 d 109
Allies and victims of fascism (Ed.) 35 jy 196

FINLAND
Party opinion (Ed.) 40 f 3

FRANCE—See also Algeria; Balk.
Two congresses and one opposition (R.) 34 jy 22
Modern Monthly (Rev) (R.H.L.) 34 jy 31
A new turn to the united front (Ed.) 34 ag 35
Bonapartism and fascism (Ed.) 34 ag 37
Six months of the Dumas regime 35 ag 56
The question of organic unity in France (Trotsky) 35 ag 59
Bolshevik-Leninists and the 5.p.9.0. (V.O. Trotsky) 34 j/a 68
The press: trade union unity in France (Virtue) 34 n 128
The press: political chivalry, 34 d 160
Lessons of the Paris Commune (Trotsky) 35 mr 43
All eyes on France (Ed.) 35 my 81
Where is France going? (Virtue) 35 my 91
The press: Stalin-Galin takeover in France (Galin) 35 ag 26
The press: The Stalin-Laval declaration, 35 jy 144
Just wars in the light of Marxism (Koli:berg) 36 f 2
The question of organic unity (West) 36 f 17
The People's Front in France (Held) 36 ap 36
The end of Locarno (Held) 36 jn 67
Rosmer's book (BR) (Trotsky) 36 jn 96
Champagne cocktail for Communism (Clippings) (Lee) 36 jn Opp.p. 96
Workers Front and Popular Front (Rassen) 38 f 41
Paris Commune (BR) (Erber) 38 mr 93
Plebiscit C厦sar (BR) (Novack) 38 sp 125
Charles LaRapport's statement (LaRapport) 38 my 138
Accolade by Herrv (Clippings) (Herv) 38 j/a 101
The question of the united front (Trotsky) 38 jy 216; 38 ag 298
France's next year (Ed.) 38 n 326
France and the C.I.O. (Midick) 39 j/a 25
Barcelona and France's future (Morrow) 39 f 58
Chronicle of the French general strike (C.N.) 39 f 67

(C) Geographical Index
GERMANY, EAST—See also East Europe; Germany, West.
Journey into SEDistan (Martin) 49 jy 166
Stalinism in East Germany (B. Ess) 52 j/y 9
Is East Germany a new order? (B. Ess) 53 m/a 90
The East German workers' revolt (Stille) 53 m/j 130

GERMANY, WEST—See also Austria (in Nazi/cation); Saar. In See.B see also
Brandler; Fascism; Luxemburg, Rosa.
Brandler on the road to Canossa (B.) 34 jy 30
The events in Germany (Spector) 34 ag 47
Whether the N.A.P.T. (S.A.P.) 34 s/o 87
What Schacht is heading towards (Treu) 34 n/a 118
Letter by Karl Radek to Klara Zetkin (Radek) 34 d 155
A Nazi confesses (Lore) 35 ja 19
Whither the N.A.P.? (S.A.P.) 35 s/o 87
What is East Germany (Spector) 35 ag 47
Notes of a journalist: Torgler and Maria Reese (Alfa) 36 f 28
The end of Locarno (Held) 36 jn 67
Two letters on the question of the German October (Trotzky) 38 s/f 56
The editor's comments (Ed.) 38 oc 282
Germany rampant (Ed.) 38 n 324
The Popular Front's guilt (Spector) 38 n 329
Mann in uniform (BR) (Stanley) 38 n 350
The new phenomenon: 'socialist concentration' (Pischler) 38 d 375
The International of universal chauvinism (Neffi) 39 m/j 147
Old garbage in new pails (Shachtman) 39 m/n 179
The suicide of Ernst Toller (Pischler) 39 ag 244
The editor's comment. 39 s 269
Capitalist society and the war (Johnson) 40 jy 114
Nature of German economy (Robbins) 40 a/j 140
What is the fascist state? (Macdonald) 41 f 22
German society and capitalism (Gates) 41 a/j 49; 41 m/e 86
Into the night of confusion (BR) (Foster) 41 ap 61
Fascism—a new social order (Macdonald) 41 m/j 82
Hitler's attack on Russia (A.G.) 41 jy 131
Memoirs vs. Hitler (BR) (Gates) 41 s 223
The happy hypocrite (BR) (Fenwick) 41 n 286
Germany and Soviet property (A.G.) 41 d 293
Once again, the German economy (A.G.) 41 d 294
Progress for a German defeat (Judd) 42 m 43
PM on Germany (A.G.) 42 jy 166
On the 'fallen women' of liberalism (Luxemburg) 42 jy 184
Current economic development in Germany (Gates) 42 oc 268
The Nazi system (R.F.) 42 d 349
A letter to German Communists (Lenin) 43 a/j 16
The program of the Spartacists (Luxemburg) 43 jy 28; 43 f 58; 43 m/e 87
Politics and Rosa Luxemburg (Craine) 43 f 48
Germany from underground (BR) (Pveenst) 43 m/r 92
Principly potpourri (BR) (Apelius) 43 m/r 92
What about the German revolution? (North) 43 ap 106; 43 m/e 142
Divine right of the Hohenzollerns (Marx) 43 m/e 155
Fascism and democratic slogans (Trotzky) 43 jy 217
Our present tasks (Trotzky) 43 jy 220
Open letter to Max Shachtman (A.T.) 43 a/j 248
My reply to the open letter (Shachtman) 43 s 251
What is being planned for Europe? (Ed.) 44 jn 166
The plan to destroy Germany (Ed.) 44 jn 166
Russia, Poland and Germany (Ed.) 44 jn 168
Vanditarasim (BR) (Gates) 44 jn 106
The Allies versus Europe (Ed.) 44 a/j 243
Germany and European civilization (Johnson) 44 n 357
Contribution to 'mass psychology' (Eames) 44 d 402
The lesson of Germany (Johnson) 45 m/y 102
Carl Jung and the Nazi superman (Koster) 45 oc 204
In the land of the political vacuum (Chudin) 45 oc 216
The political press in the Russian zone of Germany. 45 oc 223
French Buchenwald victims call for freedom for German people. 45 oc 226
Politics in occupied Germany (Jeffers) 46 ja 9
Germany's first post-Nazi elections (Morrison) 46 mr 82
The Germans (Judd) 46 ny 131; 46 ag 192
Why the Germans failed to revolt (Leder) 46 n 277
Post-Stuttgart Germany (Blackwell & Judd) 47 j 37
Russia's role in the international scene (Workers Party) 47 ap 114
An analysis of the German elections (Blackwell) 47 jy 159
Resolution on the international scene (Workers Party) 47 jy 154
Raw facts on Germany (BR) (Judd) 48 ap 128
Hitler's coolies (BR) (N.S.) 49 ja 28
Stalinism in Germany (Jacques) 49 ap 107
German labor trends (H.F.) 49 jy 144
Objects (L) (Barton) 49 ag 189
The diary of Victor Serge, II (Serge) 50 j/l f 51
Notes on the new Germany (Judd) 50 s/o 267
Stalin's role in the Nazi past (Cothen) 50 mr 80
The civil war in Greece (Martin) 35 jy 139
The Balkan debacle (BR) (Wilson) 42 ap 93
Soviet Russia (BR) (Becker) 35 my 112
Revolution, black and white (BR) (Novack) 39 my 155
The future of India (Judd) 41 d 299
Rearmament and German Social-Democracy (Stein) 55 sp 41

GREAT BRITAIN—See Britain.

GREECE
The civil war in Greece (Martin) 35 jy 139

HAITI—See also Latin America; West Indies.

HOLLAND—See also Netherlands.

HUNGARY—See also East Europe.

INDIA—See also Asia; Ceylon; Pakistan.

Netherlands—See also Netherlands.

Note on contemporary India (Stanley) 38 s 281
Reading from left to right (MacDonald) 39 nr 92
A voice from Peasant India (Sharma) 39 sp 124
An open letter to the workers of India (Trotzky) 39 s 263
Karolyi's aspirations and failures (BR) (Grey) 57 sp 105

The British conquest of India (Golch.-Leninist Party of India) 42 mr 46
Kov and the colonial peoples (H.S.) 42 ap 67
An impudent slander (H.S.) 42 ap 70
The social classes in India (Boish.-Leninist Party of India) 42 ap 71
Don Basilio replies (N.S.) 42 jn 151
Karl Marx on India (Marx) 42 jr 162
The revolt in India (Judd) 42 as 195
Inquilab zindabad! (A.G.) 42 s 229
Opposition on India (Judd) 42 s 242
Lenin on India (Lenin) 42 s 246
The road for India (Trotsky) 42 s 245
Once more: opportunism on India (H.J.) 42 oc 283
Stalinism with fables (BR) (F.T.) 42 d 350
Reviewing Indian books (L) (Merrill) 43 f 63
National and colonial problems (Shachtman) 43 mr 76.
Gen. Wavell comes to India (Young) 43 n 310
Toward a re-united India (Judd) 48 ja 10
Theory of 'state bonapartism' (N.I.) 48 nr 93
The struggle for the image of Gandhi (Judd) 48 ap 119
The Indian negotiations (Ed.) 46 ag 165
India-Ceylon; Stalinism at work (U.I.) 46 n 285
Behind the Hindustan strike (Judd) 46 d 296
Resolution on Pakistan (Boish.-Leninist Party of India) 46 d 300
Politics of the Indian bourgeoisie (Murarki) 46 d 301
Who controls India's economy? (Mehta) 51 m/a 112
India and the U.S. (BR) (Baker) 51 m/a 123
Sub-continent (BR) (H.J.) 50 m/a 127
India's foreign policy examined (Mehta) 51 s/o 283

INDOCHINA—See also Asia.
Colonial world in ferment (Ed.) 45 n 227
An important book (BR) (Wyatt) 55 fa 169

INDONESIA—See also Asia.
Men from nowhere (BR) (R.F.) 43 d 351
International solidarity with Javaneses. 45 n 231
Role of the Indonesian leadership (Shields) 46 nr 87
The war in Indonesia (Kieff) 49 nr 77

IRAN—See also Asia.
Stalin and the colonies; a dispute ('Samasawajist', Judd) 47 s 218
The Persian oil dispute (Hinchcliffe) 51 n/d 328

IRELAND
Kathleen Ni Houlihan's newest savior (Ahearn) 36 jn 89
John Bull's other hell (BR) (Robertson) 38 jr 222
The struggle for Ireland (Bogan) 39 ap 118
Irish question (L) (Stanley) 39 my 157
Ireland and Ulster (L) (O.F.) 30 jn 189
Irish labor and the bombings (L) (Macaulay) 39 ag 254
James Connolly, Irish socialist rebel (Gates) 42 jn 138
Politics of the international voting class. 47 f 62
Jim Larkin: Irish revolutionist (Farrell) 47 nr 86
The first Irish Marxist; a portrait of James Connolly (Farrell) 47 d 279;
Correction 48 f 41; 48 ja 21; 48 dr 46; 48 sl 78; 48 ap 120.

ISRAEL—See Palestine for before 1948; see also Middle East.
How to defend Israel (Draper) 48 jr 135
The Jewish question and Israel [Resolution] (Independent Socialist League) 51 j/a 222
Israel on its 4th anniversary (Finlay) 52 m/a 98
Israel's laboristic economy (Finlay) 56 sr 20
Israel's Arab minority: The beginning of a tragedy (Draper) 56 su 86
Israel's Arab minority: The great land robbery (Draper) 57 wr 7

ITALY—See also Ethiopia (for Italo-Ethiopian war).
How it happened in Italy (F.C.R.) 34 ag 48
Foncetara (BR) (Trotsky) 34 d 150
The Palestine events [Clipping] (Louzon) 38 ja 11
The deserters and Munich. 38 n 334
Stalinism and fascism in Italy (Z.) 38 n 340
Problems of the Italian revolution (H.S.) 43 s 123
Problems of the Italian revolution (Trotsky) 44 j 15
The second stage opens in Italy (Shachtman) 44 ap 106
A blow at the Fourth International (Shachtman) 44 my 135
A letter on the Italian revolution (Trotsky) 44 jy 215
The Italian revolution and the slogan 'For a republic!' (Logan) 45 oc 232
Report on Italy (Armour) 46 n 282
Trieste—city between two worlds (Ed.) 46 d 293
Books for Italy (L.) (H.C.) 48 nr 96
Saragat and the Italian election (Ed.) 48 jy 171
Italy: third front versus CP (Rudzienski) 48 s 219
The diary of Victor Serge, 171 (Serge) 50 n/a 132
Two eras of war. I (Zinoviev) 52 s/o 233
Post-war evolution of the Italian movement (Libertini) 57 wr 50

JAPAN—See also Asia.
America and the war in the Pacific (Weber) 34 sq 33
Russia, Japan and 'Red Mongolia' (Nakaima) 34 s/o 88
Problems of the Pacific (BR) (Weber) 35 nr 77
Allies and victims of fascism (Ed.) 38 jy 196
The war in China and Japan . 39 jn 187
Future of the Japanese empire (Stanley) 41 ja 13
The dilemmas of Dai Nippon (Judd) 41 n 265
American-Japanese trade. 42 f 8
Now the Allied armed Japan. 42 f 15
What motivates Japan? (Fourth Int., Founding Conference) 42 nr 63
War in the far Pacific (Judd) 42 my 111
Facts about Japan (BR) (Taylor) 42 d 237
A study of Japan (BR) (Herrill) 43 jn 191
China under Japanese domination (Stone) 44 my 154
Japan's days of defeat (Wendt) 45 n 232
Roosevelt's secret war (Enright) 48 dg 167
MacArthurland (BR) (Brad) 49 jy 160
Second phase in Japan (BR) (Baker) 51 m/a 121

KOREA—See also Asia.
Korea under occupation (Kixby) 47 nr 93
Whose war is it? (Independent Socialist League) 50 j/a 195
The political war for Korea (Brad) 50 j/a 201
Korea and U.S. foreign policy (Feinwiek) 50 s/o 287
After Korea—what? (Vance) 50 n/d 323
U.S. dilemma in Korea (Brad) 51 f/3
Aftermath of the Korean truce (Ed.) 53 j/a 175
Magazine Chronicle (Rev) (H.M.) 18 sp/su 144

LATIN AMERICA—See also Indiv. countries; West Indies.
Wander for profit: El Gran Chaco (Nendel) 34 aj 57
Haya de la Torre and democracy (Rivera) 39 f 45
Clarity or confusion? ('Clave') 39 nr 86
The inter-American cartel (Gates) 40 aj 133
What next in Latin America (Lebun) 40 ac 188
'Good neighbors' (BR) (Wilson) 42 nr 60
'Unifying' the Americas (BR) (Craine) 43 j/a 30
The N.I. in Latin America (Moreno) 44 jy 213
A Latin American manifesto (Glasco) 47 s 216
Letter to a Cuban socialist (Alvarez) 49 sp/su 103

LATVIA
New warnings: Bulgaria and Latvia (X.) 34 jy 29

LEBANON—See also Middle East.
France and England in Lebanon (Shachtman) 43 n 295
The road to Beirut (Falk) 58 sp/su 80

LIBERIA—See also Africa.
The black 'republic' (BR) (Klein) 43 f 61
LITHUANIA

Russia and the Lithuanian crisis (Jerome) 38 ja 186

MEXICO—See also Latin America.

The anti-Catholic drive in Mexico (Mendes) 35 ja 23
The anti-Calles drive in Mexico (Vemies) 35 ag 170
The class struggle in Mexico. 38 nr 85
The good problem in Mexico (Ross) 38 my 112
Allies against fascism (Ed.) 38 ja 196
A new Marxist review in Mexico (Andrews) 39 ja 29
Clarity of confusion? ("Clave") 39 ap 86
Counter-revolution in Mexico (Anselme) 41 my 89
Anatomy of murder (BR) (J.M.F.) 50 so 315

MIDDLE EAST—See also Individual countries; Palestine; Israel; North Africa.

Imperialism by any other name (Ed.) 44 ap 104
The Eisenhowe doctrine (A.G.) 57 wr 3
The war in Indonesia (Kief) 49 nr 77

NETHERLANDS

The conflict in the O.S.P. 34 n 117
Again, Riazanov & Sneevliet (L) (Serge) 42 s 255
Two proletarian soldiers (Shachtman) 42 jy 171
Dutch picture (Anselme) 48 oc 247

NEW ZEALAND

Correspondence. 38 ap 127

PAKISTAN—See also Asia; India.

Resolution on Pakistan (Bols.-Leninist Party of India) 46 d 300
Sub-continent (BR) (U.J.) 50 m/a 127

PALESTINE—See Israel for 1948-7 after; see also Middle East; in Sec. B, see Arabs.

The Palestine events [Clipping] (Lounson) 38 ja 31
The Jewish question (Weber) 38 ap 110
Why we quit the Communist Party (Palestine Communists) 38 my 137
Zionism and the lion (Herman) 38 ag 236
British policy in Palestine (Rock) 38 cc 311
The Jewish-Arab conflict (Rock) 38 n 335
The Palestine question (L) (Koston) 39 ja 31
Zionism and the Arab struggle ("Spark") 39 f 41
Notes on the Jewish question (Crompton) 39 ap 123
The end of an illusion (Ed.) 39 jn 165
Class politics in Palestine (Rock) 39 jn 169
A program of action for Palestine ("Haor") 39 ja 173
[Letter] (Handieman) 39 ja 191
Remrual on the Palestine question (L) ("Spark") 39 oc 313
Jewish colonization in Palestine (Hinter) 42 oc 278
Whither Zionism? Whither Jewry? (Hinter) 43 ja 23; 43 nr 82; 43 ap 109
For self-determination in Palestine (Shields) 46 ag 180
The meaning of self-determination; a reply (Gates) 46 ag 181
The Jews of Europe and immigration to Palestine (Ed.) 46 n 259
Marxism and the Jewish question (Ed.) 46 n 264
Free immigration everywhere [Resolution] (Workers Party) 46 n 264
Assimilist utopian [Resolution] (Findley) 46 n 267
No immigration to Palestine [Resolution] (Brooks) 46 n 271; correction 47 f 31
[Letter] (Curtis) 46 n 246
Koestler and Jewish fascism (Brooks) 47 f 94
Your recent books on Palestine (Gorman) 47 nr 89
[Letter] (Brooks) 47 nr 96
The Jewish problem after Hitler (Gates) 47 z 206
What's ahead for Palestine? (Findley) 48 ja 18
Cooperative Palestine (BR) (F.C.) 48 nr 96

PERSIA—See Iran.

PERU—See also Latin America.

Haya de la Torre and democracy (Rivera) 39 f 45
Clarity or confusion? ('Clave') 39 nr 96
A Latin American manifesto (Velasco) 47 z 216

PHILIPPINES

Filipino guerrillas raise social demands. 45 n 255
The post-liberation struggle in the Philippines (terr) 46 ja 11
Betrayal is the Philippines (BR) (McDermott) 47 d 196
Fighting Filipinos (BR) (Young) 48 ap 127

POLAND—See also East Europe.
The press. 34 ap 96
Poor little Poland (Ed.) 39 op 100
The Polish workers have the floor (Smith) 42 ag 211
Murder as a political weapon (A.G.) 43 nr 69
The meaning of the fight over Poland (Ed.) 44 ja 5
Russia, Poland and Germany (Ed.) 44 n 168
The working class of Poland (Engels) 44 jr 211
Problems of the Polish revolution (Rudzienski) 46 ag 172
Poland's political pattern (Ed.) 46 n 194
Russian imperialism in Poland (Rudzienski) 46 s 215
Anti-Semitic and Polish labor (Rudzienski) 47 ja 9
The traditions of Polish socialism (Rudzienski) 47 f 41
Anti-Semitism and the Polish people (L) (Findley) 47 ap 127
Anti-Semitism and the Polish people; reply (Enter) 47 ap 127
The class nature of the Polish state (Gower) 47 z 137; 47 ag 176
Eastern Europe structural changes (Rudzienski) 47 jr 145
A social democratic 'innocent' abroad (Rudzienski) 47 ag 174
ED and the Polish question (L) (Jeffries) 47 ag 190
A reply to a false charge (L) (Rudzienski) 47 ag 191
Linton M. Oak objects (Oak) 47 s 223
Rudzienski replies to Oak (Rudzienski) 48 ja 32
Titoism in Poland and Yugoslavia (Toma) 48 ag 178
Bread and Freedom (J.F.) So su 80
Hook goes soft on Gomułka (Harrington) 57 za 269

RUMANIA—See also East Europe.
The press: Soviet diplomats. 35 ja Opp.7; 32
Jumani: the 'Russification' of economy (Toma) 48 ag 185
Stalinist terror in Rumania (Toma) 48 s 213
The Rumanian church is statified (Toma) 49 cr 95

RUSSIA—See also Latvia; Lithuania; Ukraine; on Sec. A, see Lenin; Trotsky; on Sec. B, see Bolsheviks; Communist International; Lenin; Stalin; Trotsky.
The Soviets and the League of Nations (ed.) 34 jy 5
The 'Clemenceau Thesis' and the party regime (Trotzky) 34 jy 24
Figures factory. 34 jy 32
The Stalinists and pacifism (Hunekob) 34 nr 54
(C) Geographical Index

Russia, Japan and 'Red Mongolia' (Diamon) 34 s/o 88
What we gave and what we got (Trotsky) 34 s/o 91
Bolshevism (W.) (Arnecke) 34 s/o 95

The press, 34 s/o 96
The Russian Revolution 17 years after (Ed.) 34 n 97
Power and the Russian workers (Rakovsky) 34 n 105
A letter on Russia (Mann) 34 n 110
The opposition and the Wrangel officer (Trotsky et al.) 34 n 120
The appeal to the party members (Trotsky, Zinoviev, et al.) 34 n 123
Zinoviev's letter to Bukharin (Zinovi) 34 n 124
Trotsky on Max Eastman (Trotsky) 34 n 125

Behind the Kirov assassination (N.S.) 35 ja 4
Bureaucracy and factional groups (Trotsky) 35 jg 16

The testament of Lenin (Lenin) 35 ja 27

Where is Stalinism leading Russia? (Trotsky) 35 mr 37
The abolition of the bread cards in the Soviet Union (Wollenberg) 35 mr 73

The press: Soviet diplomacy. 35 ja Opp.p.32

The appeal to the party members (Trotsky, Zinoviev, et al.) 35 n 123
Zorin's letter to Bukharin (Zorin) 35 n 124

The press: Comrade Litvinov vs. Comrade Pforst. 35 mr Opp.p.80

The bands are playing (West) 35 jy 113

The Soviet Union today (Trotsky) 35 jy 116

History a la carte (W.) (Weight) 35 jy 146

Where is Stalinism leading Russia? (Trotsky) 35 oc 189

The press: The Stalin-Laval declaration. 35 jy 144

The truth about Kronstadt (Wright) 35 oc 197

The Stakhanovist movement (Markin) 36 f 9

Notes of a journalist; Uruguay and the U.S.S.R.; Socialism culture? 36 f 27

The press: Seven hour day in the U.S.S.R. (N.H.) 36 f 32
In justification of Stalinism (Nevsky) 36 ap 63
Our voices must be heard! (Ed.) 36 jn Opp.p.65

The end of Loscino (Held) 36 jn 67
Wages and prices in the Soviet Union (Wollenberg) 36 jn 70
Lifting Harrison (Br.) (G.N.) 36 jn 93

The Dewey Commission (Ed.) 38 ja 6

The Stalin-Ivanov correspondence (Ed.) 38 apr 40
The Robinson-Rukens case (Ed.) 38 Apr 40

The truth about Kronstadt (Wright) 38 f 47
The Stalinist elections [Clipping] (Tommy) 38 f 63

History by scissors [Clipping] (Evening Standard) 38 f 65

The Stalinhiss movement (Markin) 38 jn 1

Dewey Commission (Ed.) 38 ja 69

The Robinson-Rukens case (Ed.) 38 Apr 40
The end of Loscino (Held) 36 jn 67
Wages and prices in the Soviet Union (Wollenberg) 36 jn 70
Lifting Harrison (Br.) (G.N.) 36 jn 93
The Dewey Commission (Ed.) 38 ja 6
Revolution and counter-revolution in Russia (Shahman) 38 ja 8
Reminiscences of the October insurrection (Trotsky et al.) 38 ja 27
After twenty years (Br.) (Spector) 38 ja 28
A miner in Russia [Clipping] (Lagey) 38 ja 31

The truth about Kronstadt (Wright) 38 f 47
The Stalinist elections [Clipping] (Tommy) 38 f 63

History by scissors [Clipping] (Evening Standard) 38 f 65

The Stalinhiss movement (Markin) 38 jn 1

The editor's comments. 38 apr 99
Hue and cry over Kronstadt (Trotsky) 38 apr 103

The course of Herr Brandler (Held) 38 apr 119; 38 my 146
A meeting of bankrupts (Curter) 38 my 159

The Russian Opposition: questions and answers (Trotsky) 38 my 154
Stalin's new party [Clipping] (Denny) 38 my 159

Russia and the Lithuanian crisis (Jerome) 38 jn 186

The Soviets and democracy (Spector) 38 oc 301

The teams of Russia (Hargelin) 38 oc 315

Stalin Agonistes (Ed.) 38 n 325
Martov's mysticism (Goldman) 38 d 366.
Reading from left to right (Macdonald) 38 d 374
Gold is still where you find it (BR) (Nansen) 38 d 382
A letter; reply to Trotsky (Serge (Ed.) 39 f 53
Reply to Victor Serge (Ed.) 39 f 63
Reading from left to right (Macdonald) 39 f 55
Behind the Kremlin walls (Trotsky) 39 mr 70
Reading from left to right (Macdonald) 39 mr 92
Krupskaya's death (Trotsky) 39 ap 117
Clippings] (Taret) 39 ap 127
The Bonapartist philosophy of the state (Trotsky) 39 ja 166
Reading from left to right (Macdonald) 39 jy 221
A graphic history of Bolshevism. 39 ag 240
The editor's comment. 39 s 259
Kronstadt again (L) (Macdonald) 39 oc 315
The USSR in war (Trotsky) 39 n 325
Reading from left to right (Macdonald) 39 n 332
Party opinion (Ed.) 40 f 3
Speech on the Russian question (Cannon) 40 f 8
Again and once more again on the nature of the USSR (Trotsky) 40 f 13
Resolution on Russia (SWP. Polit. Comm.) 40 f 17
A petty-bourgeois opposition in the Socialist Workers Party (Trotsky) 40 mr 35
The crisis in the American party (Shachtman) 40 mr 43
From a scratch—to the danger of gangrene (Trotsky) 40 mr 51
The Soviet Union and the World War (Shachtman) 40 ap 68
Mass and class in Soviet society (Lobun) 40 my 87
State and counter-revolution (Johnson) 40 ag 137
Trotsky's place in history (Johnson) 40 ag 151
Sixteen years of terror (Gates) 40 s 167
Is Russia a workers' state? (Shachtman) 40 d 195; reprinted 52 j/f 32
Russia— a workers' state (Alvin) 41 f 27
Russia—a fascist state (Johnson) 41 ap 54
Tradition and revolutionary policy (Trotsky) 41 ap 58
Thermidor and anti-Semitism (Trotsky) 41 my 81
What is a workers' state? (Coolidge) 41 jn 116
Hitler's attack on Russia (A.G.) 41 jy 131
Burnham and his managers (BR) (Gates) 41 jy 144; 41 ag 175
The Luxian state (Kent) 41 jy 148; 41 ag 179
Workers in Russia (BR) (Dunby) 41 jy 157
In search of light (Kent) 41 jy 158
Stalin in Iran (Ed.) 41 ag 167
For the defense of the Soviet Union (Alvin) 41 ag 184
Basis for defense in Russia (Lund) 41 ag 187
The editor's comment. 41 s 195
The war in Russia (Amer. Comm. for the Fourth Intl.) 41 s 204
The eastern front (Bunfield) 41 s 211
Russia and Marxism (Johnson) 41 s 215
Bureaucratic collectivism (Carter) 41 s 216
The Russian question [Resolution] (Workers Party) 41 oc 233
The fraud of Louis Fischer (Nowe) 41 oc 240
What is capitalism? (Kent) 41 oc 245
Stalin as a theoretician (Trotsky) 41 oc 247; 41 n 280
Germany and Soviet property (A.G.) 41 d 293
Crisis in the Right-Center bloc (Trotsky) 41 d 310; 42 f 24
Ambassador Davies’ war mission (Shachtman) 42 f 9
Duranty confesses (BR) (Shachtman) 42 f 30
In memoriam (Ed.) 42 mr 63
Aspects of Harvian economics; an exchange (Johnson, Carter) 42 ap 77
Tarîl’s invasion of history (BR) (Crain) 42 my 126
Two proletarian soldiers (Shachtman) 42 jy 171
Moscow correspondent (RR) (Casting) 42 jy 187
(C) Geographical Index 73

Trotsky's struggle against Stalinism (Shachtman) 42 ag 203
Answer to the Stalinist critics (Trotsky) 42 ag 217; 42 n 313; 42 d 343
Russia's new ruling class (Shachtman) 42 a 287
The fire bell tolls but once (Oswin) 42 s 255
Again, Riazanov and Sneevliet (L) (Serge) 42 s 255
The Kremlin in world politics (Trotsky) 42 oc 260
25 years of the Russian Revolution (Shachtman) 42 n 291
Marx, Trotsky and Lenin on Russia (N.S.) 42 n 296
The Marx-Zasulich correspondence (Marx, Zasulich) 42 n 299
Social development of Russia. 42 n 302
Lenin at the Eleventh Congress (Lenin) 42 n 305
Stalinist diplomacy and the war (Gates) 42 n 309
Behind Russia's war front (BR) (Casting) 42 n 318
Truth a la Webbs (BR) (Garrett) 42 n 320
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1. April 1941 issue, Vol. 7, no. 2: erroneously called "No. 6" in editorial box on page [35].
2. May 1941 issue, Vol. 7, no. 4: this issue was erroneously marked "No. 5" both in the editorial box and below the masthead on the third page, so that the correct number does not appear at all.
3. June 1941, Vol. 7, no. 5: erroneously called "No. 6" below the masthead on page [99].
4. June 1942, Vol. 8, no. 5: this issue was published in two parts; part I was the normal magazine; part II was devoted to "China in the World War" by Max Shachtman.
5. July 1942, Vol. 8, no. 6: erroneously called "No. 5" in the editorial box on page [162].
6. October 1942, Vol. 8, no. 9: erroneously called "No. 8" in the editorial box on page [258].
7. April 1944, Vol. 10, no. 4: The page folios are erroneously dated "April, 1943" throughout.
8. October 1944, Vol. 10, no. 10: this issue was published in two parts, part I being the normal magazine; part II was called "Supplement" containing "Capitalist Barbarism or Socialism" by the International Communists of Germany [IKD].
9. This issue was dated "Winter 1955-56" but its volume numbering remained part of Vol. 21.
10. This was published as a double number, "Spring-Summer 1958" with the number "Vol. 24, no. 2-3," but it was given only a single "whole number," no. 179 (which was incorrect anyway, as explained elsewhere).
POLITICAL AUDIENCES. The magazine was founded as the organ of the Trotskyist group, named the Communist League of America, which formed out of a split from the Communist Party. The C.L.A. merged with the American Workers Party (a left-socialist group led by A.J. Muste, James Burnham et al.) to form the Workers Party of the U.S. (Jan. 1935 issue). The magazine was suspended (last issue June 1936) when the Trotskyists joined the Socialist Party; and was reissued (Jan. 1938) when they split with the Socialist Party, forming the Socialist Workers Party. The S.W.P., in turn split in the spring of 1940, and the magazine went (Apr. 1940) with the then minority, which organized itself under the name of Workers Party. This organization changed its name to Independent Socialist League after April 1949. Throughout these political changes, the formal publisher of the magazine was the "New International Publishing Company" (except for the first year, 1934, when it was the "New International Publishing Association").

FREQUENCY. Most of the time monthly, though it actually came out 12 times in the years 1938, 1939 and 1944 only. It was bimonthly from Oct. 1935 to June 1936, and again during the years 1950-54, after which it became quarterly.

FORMAT. The magazine's appearance in its first period, up to June 1936 (up to its suspension), was characterized by a distinctive colored-design cover. When it was re-established in January 1938, its size was a little smaller; it shrank a bit twice again before becoming "pocket-size" at the beginning of 1950.

WHOLE NUMBERS. A warning: beginning with Feb. 1936 ("Whole No. 13"), the magazine was given a "Whole No." designation in addition to the date and volume/number designation; but as a result of several errors, this "Whole No." was usually wrong, and is best ignored. The "Whole No." was correct only for the following periods: Feb. 1936 to Feb. 1938 (Whole No. 13-17); Apr. 1938 to June 1941 (Whole No. 39-54); Sept. 1941 to Oct. 1941 (Whole No. 57-58); Feb. 1948 to Nov.-Dec. 1952 (Whole No. 124-157). Otherwise, the "Whole No." was usually one less than the correct figure.

EDITORS. A list of the editors follows. When no editor was listed, the editorial board is given. No distinction is made here between "editor" and "managing editor." When the magazine listed an "editor" in addition to a "managing editor," the former title was a formality.

July 1934 to Dec. 1934: Max Shachtman
Jan. 1935 to June 1936: Max Shachtman & John West (i.e. James Burnham)

Apr. 1939 to Mar. 1940: Ed. Bd.: James Burnham, Max Shachtman, James Burnham, Ernest Erber (Max Shachtman listed as formal "editor" for a time)
May 1940 to Sept. 1941: Max Shachtman
Oct. 1941 to June 1942: Albert Gates
July 1942 to Aug. 1949: Max Shachtman
Sept. 1949 to May 1946: Ernest Erber (Max Shachtman listed as formal "editor" for a time)
Jan. 1948 to Mar. 1949: Hal Draper
Apr. 1949 to Dec. 1950: Max Shachtman
Jan.-Feb. 1950 to Jan.-Feb. 1952: Emanuel Garrett (Shachtman listed as formal "editor")
Mar.-Apr. 1952 to end: Julius Falk (Shachtman listed as formal "editor")